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Abstract. Microphone arrays, as a part of multisensor systems called
unattended ground sensor systems, are widely used in military environment.
They are used for detection, classification, identification of signals and also as a
part of the localization systems. Beamforming, or spatial filtering, is a one of
the essential methods for discrimination among different signals coming from
different directions and increasing of the signal to noise ratio. However, sources
of acoustic signals have a different character and parameters which designate a
beamforming method for creating a microphone array. The usage of
microphone arrays as a part of the unattended ground sensor system have
restrictions in terms of the size of the microphone array, the type of
microphones, number of channels used for signal processing, and also
requirements for array signal processing. In the article we focused on analysis
and simulations of small-aperture microphone array based on uniform linear
array suitable for detection systems. In conclusion, the outcomes of simulations
are evaluated and also further research in the field of the sensor arrays and array
signal processing is outlined.
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Introduction

Array signal processing methods have been applied in many applications such as
detection, identification, localization of events and enhancement of the signal to noise
ratio of detected signals. Sensor systems, as a part of the unattended ground sensor
(UGS) systems [1], can be created at least by microphones [2], seismic [3], image and
magnetic sensors arranged into sensor arrays. Target detection, classification and
localization are the most important tasks fulfilled by UGS systems. Microphone
arrays are able to provide a spatial and temporal sampling of the wave-field and have
an ability to resolve multiple point sources such as the events in monitored area [4].
They can be also used in speech recognition systems to allow distant-talking
interaction, acoustic echo cancellation and reduction, microphone-array hearing aids,
joint audio-video signal processing for object localization and tracking [4]. From the
military and security applications point of view, events can be generated by persons
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[5], wheeled and tracked vehicles and also low flying helicopters or aircrafts [6]. In
contrast of the seismic and image sensor systems, the acoustic sensor systems based
on MEMS microphones and arrays provide a convenient way for design of UGS
systems [2]. Several beamforming techniques can be applied in order to form
microphone array [4, 7]. The main parameters, which define the method how to form
microphone array are the bandwidth of acoustic signal and its character, character of
acoustic environment and interference signals presented in area where the acoustic
sensor system is deployed. The acoustic environment, such as wind noise, industry
noise and another sources of acoustic signal can influence the overall performance of
the acoustic detection and classification system. Sensor systems which comprise a
variety of sensors and sensor arrays also require the extensive computation power for
array signal processing [8] and routing of the signals within the wireless sensor
network [9].
The presented paper is devoted to simulation of small-aperture microphone array
where number of microphones and size of microphone array are main concern. We
conclude this article with the evaluation of simulation results and further research in
the field of the sensor arrays is outlined.
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Problem description and signal model of microphone array

In the most of the beamforming applications two assumption simplify the analysis:
1. signals are narrowband,
2. signal sources are located in such distance that far-field assumption is
valid for particular situations.
In spite of the fact that the far-field assumption is valid for most of security and
military applications dealing with microphone beamforming problem, the narrowband
assumption is never valid [4]. Fig. 1 shows frequency and time-frequency
representation of acoustic signal generated by moving vehicle, which represents
broadband acoustic signal. Main frequency band of the acoustic signals can be
identified in frequency span between 60-1200 Hz [10]. Detection of events, for
instance acoustic signatures of vehicle movement is the specific problem, because
vehicles usually move in certain corridors and directions. In many cases, it is not main
priority to determine direction of arrival of acoustic signals, but it is required to
enhance signal to noise ratio of incoming signal from specific sector. In order to
accomplish these tasks, microphone arrays can be used. In the matter of the acoustic
array, the microphones can be arranged in several patterns [4, 7]. The type of array
pattern depends on the end-user application, parameters of signals, hardware
configuration and also signal processing algorithms used for beamforming and
subsequent signal array processing.
There are three major research areas for array signal processing [11]:
1. Detecting the presence of an impinging signal and determine the signal
numbers.
2. Finding the direction of arrival angles of the impinging signals.
3. Enhancing the signal of interest coming form known/unknown direction
and suppress the interfering signals.
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Fig. 1. Frequency and time-frequency representation of acoustic signal generated by
moving vehicle [10]
The last research area is the task for beamforming which can be divided into
narrowband and wideband beamforming methods. In general, the beamforming is the
process when the sensor beampattern is focused to desired direction so the signals
from this direction overlap constructively. As a basis for simulations, the Uniform
Linear Array (ULA) of microphones was selected. In spite of the fact that the ULA is
not appropriate choice for applications where the signals have a wideband character,
since the directivity of ULA is strongly frequency dependent, primary concern of
simulations was to determine the limitations of small-aperture ULA regarding to its
use for detection purposes. The basic configuration of ULA of microphones is shown
in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Signal model of the beamforming process [similar in 4]

The signal model shown in Fig. 2 assumes, that the one sample of the discrete input
sequence x(t) at each microphone consists of a delayed (τi) and attenuated (ai) version
of the desired signal. It can be described by the equation [4],

xi (t )  ai st   i   vi (t ), i  0...N  1

(1)
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where N denotes the number of the microphones in microphone array and vi denote
noise component with arbitrary spatial statistics. Signal model can be also expressed
as follows
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When the value of attenuation (ai) and the noise component (vi) are omitted, the
output signal of each microphone is equal to component of the source signal s(t-τi)
captured by single microphones Mi. Subsequently, all captured waves can be
summarized and this process is expressed by following equation
(3)

N 1

yt    xi t wi*   st   i wi* .
í 0

Delay of signal for single signal component is given by

i 

d i cos 
,
c

(4)

where c denotes the speed of the sound,  is angle of arrival of acoustic signal.
Weight vector for microphone array holds the complex conjugate coefficients of the
sensors, given by [11],

wi  w0

w1

w2  wN 1  , i  0...N  1.
T

(5)

For simulations of the small-aperture ULA, following assumptions were considered.
The output signal is given by equation (3) and for data-independent operations the
weights are chosen as scalar given by,

wi 

(6)

1
.
N

The corresponding directivity pattern for linear equally spaced array of identical
microphones is given by [12],
N

D f ,    wi  f e

j ( i 1)

2f
d cos  
c

(7)
,

i 1

where  is the initial phase difference of signals at two adjacent microphones.
Following equation expresses a sound capture model of a microphone
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(8)

From equation (9) implies that the directivity pattern depends upon
1. Number of array elements N.
2. The inter-element spacing d.
3. The frequency f .
Sensor arrays are facing the problem of spatial aliasing when for single sensor pair,
resulting delay is identical for two or more directions for given frequency. For this
reason the distance between two microphones of the sensor pair is given by,

d 

min
2

.

(9)

where λmin is the minimal wave length of the acoustic signal frequency range and
α≤1.
Following assumptions were given for simulations:
1. Steering direction of ULA is equal 0.
2. ULA consist of 2, 3 and 4 microphones placed symmetrically around y
axis and with steering direction aligned with the x axis (Fig. 3).
3. The inter-element spacing of the ULA is given by (10).
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Results of simulations

An important quantity describing the ULA performance of the microphone array and
beamformer is the beampattern which quantifies the spatial selectivity of a
beamformer with the respect to the plane-wave impinging from direction . Properties
of ULA can also be evaluated based on their array response. The array response is
sum of the steering direction absolute values of for each frequency component and the
direction.
The properties of the microphone arrays were evaluated for frequency range from
20 to 1200 Hz with frequency step of 20 Hz and angles -180 ≤  ≤ +180 (for
directivity pattern) and -90 ≤  ≤ +90 (for array response) with step of 3. The
maximum frequency of the signal used for simulations was chosen according to the
frequency band of acoustic signal components generated by the moving vehicle (Fig.
1) [10].
The Fig. 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the directivity pattern and array response of the
simulated ULA. The microphones of the simulated ULA are equally spaced at interelement distance equal to 0.139 m (Fig. 3). The Fig. 4 represents the array response of
ULA which consists of two microphones. The main lobe of the array response has a
bandwidth equal to 62 (at frequency 1200 Hz) and the maximum gain of the main
lobe is 2.98 dB.
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Fig. 3. Arrangement of ULA which consists of even a.), c.) and odd number of microphones b.)
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Neither side lobes nor gratings lobes can be observed in the array response shown on
Fig. 4. The maximum attenuation of main lobe is -27.14 dB at frequency 1200 Hz. By
decreasing of the frequency, the bandwidth of directivity pattern becomes wider and
the gain decreases too. In frequency range bellow 40 Hz, the ULA represents
omnidirectional microphone.
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Fig. 4. Directivity pattern a.) and array response b.) of the ULA consisting of two microphones
with d=0.139 m and α=0.98

Fig. 5b represents the array response of the ULA which is comprised of three
microphones. The array response exhibits one main lobe with bandwidth equal to 38
and gain 4.71 dB at the frequency 1200 Hz. In contrast to two microphone ULA (Fig.
4b), side lobes are presented at angles ±90 with the minimum attenuation equal to 12 dB and maximum attenuation equal to -55 dB (Fig. 5b). Fig. 6b shows the array
response of the ULA with four microphones linearly spaced along the y axis. From
Fig. 6 implies that by adding another microphone to sensor array, bandwidth of the
main lobe is decreased to 28 (at frequency 1200 Hz) (Fig. 6 a), which improves
spatial selectivity of simulated ULA. The gain is 5.93 dB which is about 1.22 dB
higher than the gain of three microphone ULA (Fig. 5b). The side lobes are located at
angles ±90 and have attenuation -5.37 dB at frequency 1200 Hz. From the Fig. 4, 5
and 6 imply, that by increasing number of the microphones without changing the
spacing between the microphone elements, the microphone array performance is
better in higher frequency range in terms of directivity and also, the main lobe shifts
to the lower frequency range which increase the spatial selectivity of the microphone
array. There is also shown that by increasing number of the microphones the side
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lobes are presented in array response at frequencies 800 Hz, 1000 Hz and 1200 Hz
(Fig 5 a, b) and 1000 Hz and 1200 Hz (Fig. 6 a, b). When beamforming method is
applied to the uniform linear arrays, the sensor array forms two main lobes.
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Fig. 5. Directivity pattern a.) and array response b.) of the ULA consisting of three
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Fig. 6. Directivity pattern a.) and array response b.) of the ULA consisting of four microphones
with d=0.139 m and α=0.98

First main lobe can be observed on steering direction and in these simulations is equal
to =0 and the second main lobe on angle =180. The first main lobe is the product
of the constructive overlapping of the incoming waves from direction of interest (in
our case =0). The second main lobe appeared due to the front-back ambiguity.

Conclusion
The outcomes of simulation showed that as number of microphones doubled the
bandwidth of the main lobe decreased twice. This situation is valid for ULA is
comprised of two and four microphones. When the higher spatial selectivity for better
spatial separation of acoustic signal sources is required, the high number of the
microphones has to be used. The disadvantage of increasing the number of
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microphones is higher number of the side lobes are presented in array response.
Moreover, it causes increasing of the sensor array size which can complicate the
design of the portable UGS systems. The outcomes of simulations also show that
there are no grating lobes, which can cause the false identification of direction of
arrival of the acoustic signals. Future experiments will be focused on the simulations
of non-uniform arrays and also circular sensor array in order to investigate possible
advantages for hardware and software design.
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